You must know.
MDF14 -The model is not a toy and should never be used by children
under the age of 16 without adult supervision.
- THE MDF14 is a 1/10 scale Formula 1 car designed for use in
competition or in specific areas where safety can be guaranteed.
- The use of the MDF14 in areas that are not specifically designed for these
kinds of cars can lead to premature wear or even breakage.
- The MDF14 is a precision model. Incorrect assembly can cause
malfunctions. We recommend you to follow the instructions of the
assembly manual step by step at all times.
You have purchased an MD Racing Rc product. It is registered and
protected by copyright against total or partial plagiarism of its parts.
The purchase, unpacking and assembly of the product hereby imply
that the buyer commits to understanding and respecting the laws
which protect the product.

General Warnings (Read carefully)

Before assembly.
- Keep out of reach of children as this product contains small parts.
- Do not put any of the components of this kit in the mouth or any other
body orifices.
- This product is not suitable for children under the age of 16 without adult
supervision.
- This product may contain sharp or cutting elements.
- Pay special attention to the use of assembly tools as these may be sharp or

pointed and may result in personal harm or damage to other components.
- Always read the assembly instructions provided by the manufacturer
before. If you do not understand any part of the assembly process, please
ask your local dealer or consult MD Racing Team pilots Facebook profile.
- Always use original MD Rc racing components for the proper use of the
product.
User Warnings.
- Use this product in designated areas.
- Pay attention to the moving parts in the product as they can cause
entrapment of fingers, hair or clothing.
- Once you have used the product please be aware to take special care that
certain components might be at high temperatures and can cause burns.
- Be sure to use an exclusive transmitter for ground use and that the
frequency is free and not being used to avoid interference.
- Before connecting the batteries make sure the switch is on OFF mode.
- Always connect the transmitter BEFORE the receiver.
- Before testing, please make sure that the four wheels of the product are in
the air and all the elements of the car are perfectly assembled.
- Avoid using this product in public areas where it can cause damage to
other people, animals or objects.
- Avoid using this product near areas such as; hospitals, schools, homes for
the elderly or noise-sensitive areas.
- Always keep a good product visibility.
- Never store the product with the batteries connected.
- The use of non-original spare parts or MD Racing rc, may adversely
affect the performance of the whole.
Warranty.
MD Racing Rc guarantees your product within 30 days from the date of
acquisition on manufacturing defects or inability of assembly.
MD Racing Rc, will not guarantee any product if the original purchase
document cannot be shown.
MD Racing Rc will not guarantee any product purchased outside the
distribution network recognized by the sales department of MD rc racing.
Md Racing Rc will, under no circumstance, pay any amount in
compensation guarantor.

Md Racing Rc will replace the defective parts through the dealer that
conducted the initial sale provided that the guarantee conditions are met.
Md Racing Rc will not replace any part before inspection by designated
professionals.
Any complaints about defects in our products must be channeled through
the dealer who made the initial sale which will always be credited with the
receipt of purchase.
Md Racing Rc will not cover any poorly or carelessly assembled product.
Md racing rc not will not guarantee worn out parts, exposed to dust, water,
use or exposed to weather.
Md Racing Rc will not guarantee any part that has been assembled on other
models for which they have not been designed.
Md Racing Rc will not guarantee any part changed or manipulated in form
and shape.
Md Racing Rc will not be held liable in any case of the use the purchasers
make of the products as well as injuries or damages that may result of
improper use. The user, by purchasing and assembling our products,
voluntarily take responsibility for their actions and the consequences they
entail.
Quality certificate.
All elements of the Md Racing Rc products are high quality products which
undergo regular quality tests and strict controls in the manufacturing
process and packaging.
Md Racing Rc reserves the right to make changes in the composition, shape
or morphology of the product at any time.

